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Cat - Griz Weekend
The Griz and Lady Griz gear up as the Bobcats get
ready to tear into town.
Page 10 - 11
w w w. k a i m i n . o r g
Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin
Loretta Ross speaks Thursday night in the North Underground Lecture Hall about women’s rights. Ross is a founder and the National Coordinator of the SisterSong Women of







‘Flat spot’ encourages over-scheduling, some profs say
The Greek community on campus has
decreased by yet another fraternity this year
with the closing of Phi Gamma Delta at the
start of spring semester.
Though hopes remain high for reopening the
house within the next few years, the question
on everyone’s mind is whether a Greek system
will still exist on The University of Montana
campus for the fraternity to rejoin.
Last year UM fraternity Phi Delta Theta was
closed due to low membership. The problem
was the same for Phi Gamma Delta, founded in
1987. The fraternity had problems recruiting
members for the past two years, said Joe
Menyhart, a one-year Phi Gamma Delta alum-
ni. 
Now five fraternity houses and four sorority
houses remain on campus.
There were other timely reasons for the clo-
sure of the house, Menyhart said. In December
2005, UM sophomore Scott Kayser was beat-
en at the fraternity house and later hospital-
ized, which drew a lot of negative attention,
Menyhart said.
“The boy who was beaten up was a catalyst
to giving up the charter of the house,”
Menyhart said. At the time of the beating, the
fraternity house was having a party, which vio-
lated the no-alcohol policy, he said. 
That night “they were caught with their
hands in the cookie jar,” he said.
But the national headquarters did not close
Phi Gamma Delta. The house decided to pull
their charter voluntarily because it was in the
best interest of the fraternity, said Cedric
Jacobson, former president of Phi Gamma
Delta.
“We had a history of declining membership
in our chapter, and the financial instability of
the house really led to us pulling our charter,”
said Jacobson.
When the house closed, there were five
See FIJI, Page 12
The University of Montana is
stepping up efforts to convince
students to take more credits, but
some faculty members think that’s
bad advice.
In recent Kaimin issues, full-
page ads have urged students to
take advantage of the “flat spot,” a
span of credits between 12 and 21
in which tuition is the same.
Jed Liston, the assistant vice
president for enrollment, said the
campaign was started because the
number of credits students are tak-
ing has been steadily declining
over the past 10 years. And that’s
bad news for students, according
to Liston.
“The more you get done, the
more you stay on track, the more
likely you are to get done,” he
said.
Liston cited a recent study that
he said showed students who take
fewer than 15 credits a semester
are twice as likely to drop out than
students who take 15 credits.
Liston said this might happen
because students become discour-
aged.
“You’ve got someone that’s a
third-year sophomore saying ‘Oh,
it’s taken me three years to get
here,’ and at that point they’re get-
ting frustrated,” he said.  
“We hate to see that happen.”
However, Vicki Watson, a pro-
fessor of environmental studies,
said the flat spot urges students to
take too many credits.
“It’s not an opportunity it’s a
trap,” she said.
“As long as you have that pow-
erful economic incentive to take
an overload, I think people will
take overloads despite advisers
telling them otherwise,” Watson
said.
Watson has been a professor for
over 20 years, and she said she has
often seen students failing because
they take too many classes.
“What causes people to drop out
is people doing poorly in their
classes,” she said.
According to Watson, for every
credit a student takes, two hours
outside of class should be devoted
to that class. That amounts to 45
hours of work per week. If a stu-
dent also has a job, it approaches
an unbearable workload, she said.
Watson has been concerned
about the flat spot for some time,
but said she has found deaf ears in
the UM administration.
“That’s not on the table for dis-
cussion,” she said.
And while Watson said it is not
a popular stance, other faculty
members have similar views.
Joe Crepeau, the chairman of
the Faculty Senate, said the senate
does not have a stance on the flat
spot.
However, from a personal
standpoint, he said he encourages
students to use the flat spot.
“I try to promote students into




Drug, alcohol use up slightly in 2005
Drug and alcohol citations increased slightly in 2005, while the
numbers of most other crimes remained low and steady, according
to a report by the University of Montana Office of Public Safety
and Municipal Court records. 
UM officers issued a total of 203 citations for alcohol-related
offenses in 2005 compared to 167 citations in 2004.  Those offens-
es include “minors in possession,” and “driving under the influ-
ence.”
Citations related to drug use, including possession of dangerous
drugs and possession of drug paraphernalia, numbered 62.  There
were 58 such citations in 2004.  
Twelve burglaries were reported on campus, up from nine the
previous year, but well below the 37 reported in 2002.  
No non-forcible sex offenses were reported in 2005, but there
were two reported forcible rape sex offenses.  Both of those num-
bers are the same as in 2004.  
Despite a series of highly publicized assaults in Missoula, the
number of aggravated assaults on campus dropped from five in
2004 to three in 2005. 
There were no reported cases of murder or manslaughter on the
UM campus in 2005. 
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
Statistics, selected crimes 2005 2004    2003
Drug Related Citations 62 58 64
Alcohol Related Citations 203 167 172
Burglary, on campus 12 9 9
Aggravated Assault, on campus   3 5 1
For more on this story, see Page 4
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
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Q1: In the spirit of Valentine’s Day, do you think Mount
Sentinel should be renamed Brokeback Mountain?




Q1: “Sure, I guess that’s the latest craze, so let’s
go with it. Everyone wants to be a cowboy.”
Q2: “I showed up to this chick’s house drunk. All
I said was ‘What’s the deal?’ She said it wasn’t
going to work and I said ‘OK.’”
Danny Bingham
sophomore, wildlife biology
Q1: “No, because no one goes up there and
breaks their back or does anything else weird. You
know what I mean by weird, right?”
Q2: “I drove a girl to my sixth-grade dance with
my parents. We didn’t get along at the dance and I
drove off without her.”
Lise Offroy
French graduate student studying English
Q1: “It would be good to do it because it is a
wonderful love story, so yes. Why not?”
Q2: “My trying to break up with someone who




Q1: “No, that’s kinda dumb. Cute, but no. There’s
already a Brokeback Mountain somewhere in
Wyoming.”
Q2: “I don’t know. There’s a lot of bad
ones….Probably when he had his friend call to do it
for him. He didn’t have the balls to do it himself.”
Caitlin Buzzas
junior, political science 
Q1: “Yes, definitely, because it looks brokeback
to me.”















Potts emits warning on global warming
Climate change has been all over the news recent-
ly. It affects gas prices, heating bills and some say it
could be responsible for higher sea levels with dan-
gerous consequences. 
The Kaimin recently sat down with Dr. Don Potts,
a forestry professor and director of the Montana
Climate Office, to speak with him about how global
warming is changing the atmosphere, what kinds of
problems these changes present and what people can
do to help.
MK: Could you explain the greenhouse phe-
nomenon?
DP: Sure. As the Earth’s surface absorbs sunshine,
it re-radiates the energy that was absorbed, but it
changes the wavelength emission to warmer temper-
atures. This long-wave radiation is trapped naturally
by water vapor and carbon dioxide, which is pro-
duced by burning fossil fuels – oil, gas and coal – and
that results in real climate changes that are happening
at a much faster rate than they should. The only con-
clusion we can draw is that as we increase our ener-
gy use, we put more of this stuff up into the atmos-
phere, which raises the temperature.  
MK: What is the biggest contributor to global
warming?
DP: Our insatiable appetite for energy. And that’s
not going to go away. It’s a political hot potato – we
have to take care of the Earth because global warm-
ing is real. The truth is that other countries are grow-
ing in their demand for oil, so we’re competing now
with China in terms of their growing thirst for petro-
leum products. Scarcity and demand are the things
that are making our gas cost over $2 a gallon, and it’s
going to get worse. It’s only going to get more expen-
sive. 
MK: Is this more of a problem in Montana as
opposed to the rest of the country?
DP: Heavens no. It’s a problem we all share. I
couldn’t say that any one state is more guilty than
another. But in fact, Montana might be less innocent
than some of our other countrymen, because what are
the typical cars we drive? Big trucks, SUVs that get
7 to 10 miles per gallon, and that’s not the solution.
Everybody’s got a piece of the action, so everyone
has to share some of the blame. 
MK: What are some solutions or proposals that
would help lower global warming?
DP: Slow it down. Lowering it is probably not an
option right now. Things we can do close to home are
try to conserve – use public transportation and buy
cars that are more fuel-efficient. But it’s not the price
of gas that’s the big issue; it’s the fact that the com-
bustion of fuel is causing problems with our atmos-
phere. 
MK: What happens if the temperature keeps
rising?
DP: This warmed environment would cause an
increase in cloud cover, and that would increase the
reflectivity of the planet, which would mean there
would be less energy coming down to the Earth. We
could lose a big portion of fresh-water ice caps and
glaciers. If the Arctic were to melt, sea level would
raise a couple hundred feet. There’d be no way to
protect New York City or Los Angeles or the coastal
environments. So there are two options: we can
either try to slow down that change and stop that
from happening, or we can start investing in water-
front property Sacramento because that’s where the
ocean’s going to be. The increase in water level
would also make the ocean less salty, which would
have a profound impact on ocean currents. All of this
is speculative; nobody knows for sure. But some of
the predictions are downright scary.
MK: Are the new hybrid cars helping at all?
DP: I’m sure they’re helping, but they’re not much
help. They’re going like hot cakes; they can’t keep up
with the demand for them. It’s a step in the right
direction because it definitely improves transporta-
tion, lowers cost and decreases fuel emissions. 
MK: So is it really just a need for awareness?
DP: You have to start with that. At some point, the
global society has to face the inevitability and make
some hard choices because the resources just aren’t
there. 
Dr. Don Potts Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
BRENNA MOORE
MONTANA KAIMIN
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be
about 700 words. Please e-mail both to letters@kaimin.org, or
drop them off 
in Journalism 107.
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know.  If we
find a factual error we will correct it.
 
Reproductive freedom is a fun-
damental right of all people, no
matter their race, color or creed,
said a human rights activist
Thursday night.
“Every woman, regardless of
race or class, goes through the
same questions when it comes to
her plumbing,” Loretta J. Ross
said Thursday night in a speech
entitled “Organizing for
Reproductive Justice:  Bridging
the Race and Class Divide in the
Women’s Movement.”
Ross explained the work she has
done with numerous women’s and
civil rights groups, as well as the
road she took to get where she is
today.
Ross’ interest in women’s repro-
ductive rights stems from experi-
ences she had as an adolescent.  At
age 11, Ross was kidnapped dur-
ing her Girl Scout troop’s trip to
an amusement park and raped by
her abductor.
“That was not exactly the best
introduction to sex,” Ross said.
Then at the age of 14, Ross
began to experience incest by a
cousin.  Shortly after the abuse
began, she became pregnant.
Ross began her fight for human
rights soon after she was sent to
live in a home for unwed mothers.
The public school, which she had
attended, attempted to force her
out, due to her pregnancy.
Ross sued the school and
won, the first woman to do so in
Texas. 
Ross ran into another
reproductive roadblock at the age
of 23, when the inter-uterine
device she was using for birth con-
trol permanently sterilized her. As
a result, Ross became one of the
first black women to win a suit
against A.H. Robins, the manufac-
turer of the IUD.
These experiences led
Ross to believe that reproductive
rights and abortion are not the
same thing. She and her group,
SisterSong Women of Color
Reproductive Health Collective,
fight to give women choices when
it comes to their bodies, Ross said.
“When a woman is preg-
nant, she does not simply ask
should I or should I not have an
abortion,” Ross said.  “She thinks
about a million other questions,
like how will I raise this baby? Do
I have the money?  Do I have the
time?  It is a woman’s right, to ask
these questions.”
Ross explained that
SisterSong focuses on preventing
the abuse of sterilization.
“When you forcibly con-
trol a women’s plumbing, you are
waking Hitler.” Ross said. 
Ross also addressed the
fear some women feel about the
future of abortion rights. Ross
assured the audience that it was
too late to take away such an
important right.
When asked how she
stays positive in a time when con-
servative leaders are controlling
the United States, Ross responded,
“We need to broaden our defini-
tion of success.  We are 21st cen-
tury warriors, fighting against
18th century ideas.”
Friday, February 10, 2006
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Bounding biker, boisterous ballers, barefoot bloke
Feb. 3, 11:29 p.m.
The Office of Public Safety received a call concerning
two intoxicated males kicking vehicles in the parking
lot near Elrod Hall.
Officers questioned and identified two males in the
area, but no arrests were made, said Capt. Jim Lemcke
of the Office of Public Safety. 
Feb. 4, 12:00 a.m.
There were several reports of intoxicated people on
the south end of campus, said Lemcke.
“This just happens to be around the same time as the
Foresters’ Ball,” Lemcke said. “They didn’t cause any
problems. They were just steered in the right direction.”
Feb. 4, 1:32 a.m.
A caller reported a drum circle in progress in the Oval.
The subjects were warned. 
“How many drummers does it take to make a drum cir-
cle, I wonder,” said Lemcke. 
An ad-hoc committee of law enforcement and media rep-
resentatives determined it takes no less than four drummers
to constitute a drum circle. 
Feb. 4 1:54 p.m.
Public Safety Officer Rich Zitzka saw a man jump off a
bike in Lewis and Clark Village, said Lemcke. The man
abandoned the bike and got on a Park-N-Ride bus.
Suspicious, Zitzka pulled over the bus, and determined the
subject, University of Montana student Dustin Bell, had
stolen the bike and had an outstanding warrant. Bell, 21,
was arrested, said Lemcke. 
“This was a case of an officer doing some good work,”
Lemcke said. 
Anyone missing a blue Schwinn should contact the
Office of Public Safety. 
Feb. 4, 10:15 p.m.
Three males were reported laying in the middle of
Maurice Avenue. They were gone by the time police
arrived.
“These guys were practicing to be professional speed
bumps,” said Lemcke.
“Traffic control specialists,” said Lt. Gary Taylor of
the Office of Public Safety. 
Feb. 7, 3:49 p.m.
A man reported that someone had broken into his car
and moved it from a valid parking space to a no-parking
zone, where it was ticketed. 
“It could happen,” Lemcke said. 
The ticket was waived. 
Feb. 7, 7:37 p.m.
A custodian reported a suspicious barefooted man with a
gun in the education building. The weapon was determined
to be a “Nerf” gun. 
There were no arrests, Lemcke said. 
Feb. 4, 10:15 p.m.
Three males were reported laying in
the middle of Maurice Avenue. They
were gone by the time police arrived.
“These guys were practicing to be
professional speed bumps,” said Lemcke.
“Traffic control specialists,” said Lt. Gary Taylor of














Hunched over, stepping cautiously over high-volt-
age electrical lines and power boxes, he makes his
way through the hot, dry air as dust surrounds him in
the darkness of the burrows that lie 15 feet under-
neath the surface of campus.
A normally quiet University of Montana student
spends his hours out of class working in the dorms,
ridding student residents of computer viruses. But his
college days haven’t all been spent foiling viruses
and hooking up Internet connections. 
He is eager to open up and tell his story of the
underground tunnels – a story he’s been waiting to
tell for some time.
With the administration and campus authorities
saying that the risky trend of sneaking into the tun-
nels is a thing of the past, and is now only a rare
occurrence with the tunnels being securely locked
and off-limits, one junior at UM says otherwise. This
student requests to remain anonymous due to current
employment with the University and legal threat.  
The student reports that he was one of a group of
five students who snuck into the tunnels through
manholes in front of Main Hall last February. They
were down in the tunnels for only a couple of hours
and came out through a manhole between Knowles
Hall and the Lommasson Center around 3 a.m.
“It used to be a common, frat-like tradition to
sneak into and around these tunnels to gain unautho-
rized entry to places on campus,” said Hugh Jesse,
director of UM Facilities Services. “In years past it
has been more prevalent — a lot more common 30 or
so years ago in the 70s. I haven’t heard of that hap-
pening in years.”





some people who live on my floor who were down
there just last month.”
“Students have always gone down there and did
drugs and drank, especially this time of year because
it’s too cold to do that outside,” said Jim Lemcke
with the Office of Public Safety. “No one has been
caught in the tunnels this year, but last year some
were.”
Lemcke reported that last winter a student gained
access to the Gallagher Business Building during
closed hours through the tunnels and was arrested on
felony charges of burglary. No substantial damage
was done to the building, according to Lemcke.
Graffiti was also found in the tunnels last summer
and officers following the incident have found a few
left-open doors.  
The mysterious maze of tunnels that run under-
neath campus as thousands of students walk over
them are utility tunnels. They distribute telephone
lines, cable TV and Internet fiber-optic cables to
most of the buildings on campus. They also transport
steam to most of the buildings through pipes that run
from the heating plant near Aber Hall.
The tunnels have now been around in some fashion
for nearly 100 years, according to Jesse.  
“There’s at least a mile of tunnels underneath cam-
pus with various hatches and two vents,” Jesse said.
Kathy Nygaard, director of public relations for
UM’s Department of Foundation and Development,
said it’s not always hard to tell where the tunnels run.
“You can tell where they are because in certain areas
of campus the sidewalks are always clear even while
it’s snowing in the middle of winter.”
The mile of tunnels have served not only as a
source of distributing heat and utilities to campus,
but as a form of daredevil entertainment and tradition
for UM students who have been passing through
these tunnels ever since their construction.
Friday, February 10, 2006
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Considering the present agony
over fuel prices, it seems surpris-
ing that traditionally poor students
would be willing to pay upwards
of $7 per gallon for something
that is available for free virtually
all over campus — water.
And students willing to pay for
it still have a variety of decisions
— not necessarily for what they
buy, but what they pay for it. 
At the Cascade Country Store, a
20-ounce bottle of Dasani water
goes for 95 cents. Thirty feet away
stands a vending machine selling
it for a dollar. A thirsty student at
Jus Chillin’ in the UC can spend
$1.75 for that same bottle of
water, which goes for the campus
rock-bottom price of 49 cents at
the UC Market. 
Why so cheap at the Market?
“The only reason is that we’re
not-for-profit, which allows us to
pass the benefits to students,” said
Market manager Jon Aliri. “We
have an indirect policy that noth-
ing goes for mark-up over 30 per-
cent.”
The Market is a private enter-
prise, affiliated with the
Bookstore and run by a board of
directors comprised partly of stu-
dents, Aliri said. Plus, the Market
has no contracts with distributors
and the lack of contract exclusivi-
ty means more variety and better
price negotiations, he said.
And being not-for-profit, Aliri
says, they are able to maintain
mark-ups as low as 7 percent in
some instances.
“That’s the beauty of my job,”
he said, “I’ve never been in a
retail situation without the pres-
sure of sales.”
But still, the Market’s low
prices notwithstanding, conven-
ience is an issue that determines
where students buy stuff.
Senior Peter Rutledge said he
prefers to shop in the UC Market.
“But if I’m running late to class,
I’ll stop by Biz Buzz or some-
thing.” 
He also said he prefers to drink
water from the tap, but some stu-
dents who prefer to buy water are
surprised at the disparity between
prices among various stores run
by University Dining Services.
Across campus, that 20-ounce
Dasani can range in price from 99
cents to $1.10 at any of the
University Dining Services estab-
lishments run by, which include
the UC Food Court, La Peak and
the Cascade Country Store.
“It’s surprising,” said criminol-
ogy major Kari Anne Evans. “You
would think everything that’s
University-owned would be the
same price.”
And it’s supposed to be, said
University Dining Services direc-
tor Mark LoParco.
LoParco said that dining servic-
es reviews all product prices twice
a year, in part to maintain unifor-
mity. After the last audit, there
was a problem with Dasani prices
in particular, he said. “Those actu-
ally should be the same,” he said.
“They should be $1.05.”
But just because some products
at UDS locations are nearly twice
the cost of those at the UC Market
doesn’t mean UM is getting rich
by bilking students.
LoParco said dining services is
not a for-profit business, per se,
but an auxiliary — part of a con-
sortium of University services that
pools any profits they may make
at the end of the fiscal year. Other
auxiliary services include Campus
Recreation, Curry Health Center,
the Griz Card Center and the
Residence Life Office, each of
which has to submit budget pro-
posals for funds based on the next
year’s projected expenses for
equipment, maintenance or other
costs. Of the $1.2 million dining
services requested from the con-
sortium’s profit pool last year,
LoParco said they were awarded
$125,000.
It’s important to stress the dif-
ference between how dining serv-
ices sets prices and how most
retail establishments do, LoParco
Underground tunnel secrets: revealed
TY HAMPTON
FOR THE KAIMIN
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Tunnels stretching hundreds of feet lie
below the UM campus. Though full of
high voltage electric lines and power
boxes, students have still been known 
to sneak into the tunnels over the 
past 30 years.
See TUNNELS, Page 7 See WATER, Page 7
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The third floor of Duniway Hall
is bustling at 8:30 p.m., during the
University of Montana dorms’
supposed “quiet hours.” Light
spills out into the hallway through
the half-open doors, most of
which permit passersby to over-
hear reruns of “Dr. 90210,” pieces
of muffled conversation and not-
so-muffled bursts of laughter. Two
students emerge from a room at
the end of the hall and shuffle
down the stairs, gym bags in tow.
As they push through the doors,
three more hurry in. Someone
loudly asks a fellow floor mate if
she can borrow a book to study
with, and in about a 10-minute
interval there has been a fairly
even exchange of women going
into and coming out of the bath-
room.
Meanwhile, just a few floors
away in Elrod Hall, things are qui-
eter. Downloaded music, accom-
panied by a deep humming voice,
is stifled by a closed door.
Conversation, hardly audible as it
is, seems to be kept to a minimum.
One student’s trip to the bathroom
and back appears to be the only
sign that anyone is home on this
floor. The few clusters that do
come through the main doors
almost always part ways and head
alone to their respective rooms. 
Perched on a couch in the lobby,
Megan Hofferber, an accounting
senior, waves and engages in
chitchat with the guys before they
disappear down the hall or into the
elevator.
“My guys are pretty mellow,”
she said.
“Her boys,” as she calls them,
are residents on the hall’s third
floor, where she is the Assistant
Head Resident — and one of the
only women.
“I’m a combination of the guid-
ance counselor and the mom,”
Hofferber says of the unique job
she took on last fall when she was
asked to be an RA on a floor of
boisterous freshmen boys. “I’m a
different kind of resource than a
male RA would be (for them).”
But despite her exuding confi-
dence, she admits her relationship
with the guys hasn’t always been
easy.
“I was terrified,” she said, gig-
gling.  “My dad was so upset
about it, too.” 
After receiving her floor assign-
ment in all-male Elrod Hall at the
start of her junior year, Hofferber
went straight to the only resource
she had — a younger brother in
high school — to get advice on
how to connect with her residents.
“‘I have no idea what boys even
do,’ I said, so I asked him what
they do,” Hofferber said.
A look into Hofferber’s dorm
room might suggest that a year-
and-a-half later, she’s figured it
out. She said she makes an effort
to have Nintendo, a wide collec-
tion of guy-friendly movies
instead of chick flicks and food
available for the guys.
But it’s not just the recreation
preferences that are different,
Hofferber said.
“I think you deal with different
issues (when you are an RA for
guys),” she said, although she’s
never had any experience on a
female floor.  “There are no eating
disorders or roommates at each
others’ throats because one’s
boyfriend is always there. Boys
tend to solve their issues by them-
selves.”
Jennifer Burgess, a communica-
tions junior and Pantzer Hall RA,
said her male residents bring
friendliness to the floor that some-
times doesn’t happen with all-
female residents.
“Generally, girls tend to be kind
of catty, but boys are just happy to
hang out and be friendly,” she
said. “They’re always brightening
my day by yelling dorky things
out their doors.”
It turns out that living with men
is not only fun, but also provides
an opportunity to learn important
trivia about the male species.
“I learned the urinal rule,”
Hofferber said. “You know, that
you don’t stand right next to the
other guy at the urinal.”
Of course, spending all that
time with the opposite sex can
have its downsides, too.
“The boys’ rooms smell,”
Burgess said. “The girls’ rooms
smell terrific – all kinds of fun,
fruity smells. With the boys, it’s
like, ‘Oh, they’ve never done
laundry before.’
“Guys are also a little bit rowdi-
er than girls. I have more discipli-
nary issues with guys than girls.”
Hofferber agreed.
“They are more notorious for
vandalism and noise,” she said.
“They are boisterous and rowdy,
but they’re great kids.”
But Burgess, who oversees both
female and male residents, said
that while her guys are “uninhibit-
edly friendly,” a lasting friendship
with them can be harder to come
by.
“You don’t get quite the same
level of camaraderie,” she said.
“With guys, it’s really easy to just
be friendly, but with girls it takes
work to really make good
friends.”
The level of closeness between
the male residents and their
female authority seems to be an
issue on most male floors headed
by female RAs, at least from the
women’s point of view.
Vanessa Simmonds, a business
management sophomore and
Miller Hall RA, said, “Sometimes
I think it might be harder for them
to communicate because they
might be a little timid to talk about
guy things with a girl RA. It’s hard
to establish that kind of relation-
ship that you would with girl resi-
dents.”
Hofferber says she often won-
ders what life is like in her resi-
dents’ shoes.
“It’s an interesting situation for
them to be thrown in,” she said. “I
do worry about them sometimes,
and I wonder if they would be
more comfortable with a male RA.
It’s like I’m right there with them,
but I’m not one of them,” she
says.
Some of their thoughts, howev-
er, she may not have seen coming.
Cody McLaughlin, a freshman
history and art major, said of his
reaction to the female RA on his
floor, “Probably the first thing that
popped into my head was if she
was hot or not.”
Torger Myran, a fifth-year
finance senior, has had experience
with both male and female RAs.
“It’s kind of hard to see eye to
eye with girls sometimes, just
because the lifestyle is so differ-
ent,” Myran, who now has a
female RA in Pantzer Hall, said.
“Guys know what guys are up to,
and girls see it from such a differ-
ent angle.”
But, he said, women RAs aren’t
necessarily completely one-upped
by their male counterparts.
“A lot of guys take it way too
seriously, and most of the girls
want you to develop a lifestyle,
not just abide by the rules,” Myran
said.
McLaughlin doesn’t think too
much about the female RA just
steps away from his door in Elrod
Hall.
“Usually, I don’t see her when
I’m coming back from the bath-
room, so I don’t have to worry
about letting the towel slip or any-
thing,” he said. 
Thinking about that for a sec-
ond, he decides that she’s actually
the one who’s got it rough.  
“It’s probably definitely harder
for her with a whole floor of boys
to handle,” McLaughlin said.
His roommate, Jon Jourdonnais,
a sociology freshman, chimed in
with a final thought.
“She probably gets hit on a lot,”
he said. 
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frats to see who can sneak in the
most times during the year and do
weird things in there,” said the
student. “I’ve heard one frat has
something like a little lounge in
the tunnels with a couch and a
table and all.”
Jesse says that for the past
decade the tunnel manholes have
been locked off and the students
have stopped getting in. “I haven’t
had any reports of students being
caught in the tunnels for at least
the last 10 to 12 years,” said Jesse.
Ron Brunell, director of
Residence Life at UM, says he
hasn’t had to deal with disciplin-
ing students caught in the tunnels
for the past four to five years.
Brunell and Lemcke say that
anyone who goes into the tunnels
can be charged with breaking and
entering because they would have
to go through at least two locked
doors in the process. If there were
damage to locked doors or man-
hole grates, then the University
would also file criminal charges
for the damage. Lemcke adds that
there are signs on the manholes
that read, “No Trespassing!” 
“We don’t want any unautho-
rized people in there for two rea-
sons — safety and data,” said
Brunell. He added that there are
valves in the tunnels that maintain
the steam lines and if tampered
with they could interrupt service
to a building.
“We don’t want them down
there,” Brunell said.
The student said that on his
group’s February adventure in the
tunnels, they were not alone. They
ran into two other groups of stu-
dents in the tunnels.
“One group was completely
stoned, and they were paranoid
that we were going to rat them out
or that we were campus police, so
they ran away from us,” said the
student.
While in the tunnels, the stu-
dents gained access to the science
complex, the University Center
and the Skaggs Building.  The tun-
nels were hot and extremely dusty,
with empty beer cans in many
spots and warning signs for
asbestos all over the place, the stu-
dent said.
“I’m sure it’s a risk. There’s
tons of dust in the air and if you
kept in the same spot for a while it
could probably build up and be a
problem, but we kept moving the
whole time, so we stirred the par-
ticles so it kept circulating,” the
student said of the asbestos-filled
environment.
The student said that he was
completely lost, but the group he
was with had been in the tunnels
many times before and knew their
way around.  
“It was pretty creepy because
it’s dark and the ceiling is proba-
bly only five feet tall most of the
way, with a few spots where you
have to crawl through really tiny
spaces while stepping over electri-
cal lines and all,” the student said.
The student added that sneaking
into the tunnels is in no way just a
frat tradition. He said that all the
students in the group he was with
in the tunnels were honors school
students at UM.  
Most retail stores will just do a
fixed-price mark-up of their prod-
ucts individually. Dining services
sets prices by considering the
total wholesale cost of food,
rather than individual prices.
They also keep an eye on other
stores in Missoula and UM prices
tend to be lower, LoParco said.
“We target at or below what our
competition is doing,” he said.
“The same 20-ounce bottle of
Dasani is $1.09 at Kum & Go and
$1.29 at Noon’s.”
LoParco said the price discrep-
ancies for Dasani and any other
products will be corrected as soon
as possible. The price for a 20-
ounce Dasani will be $1.05 across
campus, except at Biz Buzz and
the Think Tank, where he said
prices are slightly higher because
the locations are more difficult to
access for deliveries.
“I have different operating
costs in those locations,” he said,
“It’s student labor costs associat-
ed with those locations that we
don’t have at the others.”
Finnegan’s Family Restaurant
general manager John
Barthelmess said yesterday that
he’s seen a recent increase in
patrons leaving the restaurant
before paying, which he refers to
as a “dine-n-dash.”
Jessica Scheible, a manager at
Finnegan’s, said the beginning of
the recent rash of restaurant thefts
coincided with the beginning of
spring semester at The University
of Montana.
“Once school starts up, it
becomes a lot more frequent,”
Scheible said. Recently, people
have left without paying one or
two times a month, she said.
Both Scheible and Barthelmess
agreed that they can usually tell if
a group of people will — as
Scheible put it — “hog-n-jog.” A
group planning to skip out on the
bill will usually get very quiet
after eating and make several trips
to the bathroom, she said. The
staff at Finnegans also agreed that
males are more likely to dine-n-
dash than females because
“they’re just more ballsy,” said
server Leia Pate-Terry.
According to municipal judge
Donald Louden, an “eat-it-n-beat-
it” is a misdemeanor theft and can
result in a fine between $200 and
$300 for a first offense, depending
on the circumstances. For a sec-
ond offense, the offender can be
fined between $400 and $500. A
third offense carries a minimum of
30 days in jail, Louden said.
But other Missoula establish-
ments have not experienced an
increase in thefts.
At the Old Post Pub, manager
Jessica Jones said that she sees an
increase in dine-n-dashes in the
summer when the Old Post’s deck
is open.  It’s easier for people to
leave when they’re already out-
side, but the staff is usually able to
chase them down, she said.
“People are usually pretty
apologetic when they get caught,”
Jones said.
Kyle Riggs, general manager
and bartender at the Iron Horse
Brew Pub, said that he’s never had
anyone walk out on a check at the
bar because he gets a credit card
before running a tab. If someone
walks out on a check, the money
lost is repaid out of the waitress’
tips, he said.
“It only happened once, and I
learned to get a credit card,” said
Jen Traver, a waitress at the Iron
Horse. She said that waitresses
learn to watch people more care-
fully so that they don’t lose their
tips to dine-n-dashers.
The staff at Finnegan’s thinks
that their restaurant is targeted
because it is open 24 hours and it
is located between the downtown
bars and UM. 
Scheible said that most of the
thefts happen between 11 p.m. and
7 a.m., when the staff at
Finnegan’s is usually only two
people.
Scheible also said that most of
the dine-n-dashers are high
school- or college-aged, although
Barthelmess said that he has seen
people older than 30 skip out on
their checks.  Dine-n-dashes are
more common at Finnegan’s
because the restaurant serves a lot
of people, Barthelmess said.
About 250 people come in
between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. on a
typical Friday or Saturday night,
he said.
Briggs estimates that the Iron
Horse’s seating capacity is around
350, and that the bar serves
around 280 people on a typical
Friday or Saturday night.
At the Uptown Diner, waitress
Linda Maples said she hasn’t seen
too many dine-n-dashes.
“Most of the people are pretty
honest around here,” she said.
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Former art major Tanya Lavalley serves coffee in Finnegan’s Family Restaurant Thursday evening.  The
recent string of “dine-and-dashes” has hurt the staff because 8 percent of the total amount lost is
taken out of employee paychecks.
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Human history is a history of
motion. Whether it’s a physical
relocation, a feeling of displace-
ment or a desire to improve one’s
self, people leave their trace
through movement.
Brad Allen’s “Bridge With No
Ends,” is currently on display at
the Gold Dust Gallery. It’s an
attempt to capture what Allen, an
assistant professor in sculpture,
sees as “a constant state of regres-
sion guised in the progressive
now.”  
Using materials ranging from
beeswax and talc to asphalt and
iron, Allen’s sculptures reflect a
sad but accepting view of the
world. The closing reception for
“Bridge With No Ends” is tomor-
row night from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
the Gold Dust Gallery.
An aspect of the show that
viewers might find refreshing is
its accessibility. Rather than creat-
ing unique symbols to get his
point across, Allen focuses on
popular consumer images such as
gun racks, toys, spoons, asphalt
and airplanes.
“I want people to understand the
imagery, so I use symbols people
are familiar with,” said Allen.
“When artists create their own
images, it can come across as pre-
tentious. Most people have seen a
dinosaur or a temple, so the
imagery is easier to grasp.”
Adelaide Morin, public rela-
tions director for the gallery, said
that the insight and meaning
behind the artwork is one of its
bigger draws.
“(The work) has a lot to say, and
what it says varies from viewer to
viewer,” she said.
Allen, in his first year as a full-
time professor, has become known
in the last four years for his use of
cast iron as a medium.  
“Bridge With No Ends” is his
first public exhibit in Missoula.  
The focus of the exhibit is a
piece entitled “Asphalt Ziggurat.”
It’s a Mayan-style temple made of
slabs of pavement and is sur-
rounded by hundreds of talc pat-
terns resembling cells or viruses.
“The temple is the magnet that
anchors the show,” Allen said. “I
wanted to show that we’re drawn
to this temple of modernity and
we revolve around it. Along with
that anchor, I wanted a kind of
temporal aspect that could be
imprinted or erased. After a show-
ing, the powder is tracked every-
where and there are all kinds of
patterns printed on the floor. Even
viewers leave their mark.”
One piece that will leave its
mark on viewers is called
“Recovered Again.” It’s a long
rope that holds up what appears to
be a fish or lizard, hanging dead in
the air.
“That’s my favorite piece,” said
Morin. “When I first saw it, I
passed it over. I thought it was just
a lizard hanging there. But when I
looked again, I saw that it was an
airplane. I think it’s trying to say
that this symbol of our modern
society is tired and worn out.”
A favorite piece of Allen’s is an
unorthodox performance.  In the
bathroom, labeled like any other
piece on display, will be a musi-
cian playing for the duration of the
show.
“I like the idea of confronting
our personal space issues,” he
said. “A bathroom is more private
than a confessional.  In a confes-
sional, you’re talking to a priest,
but on the toilet it’s literally you
and God. I like to watch how peo-
ple deal with another person in the
bathroom.”
The art will be on display
through February. Viewing hours
are 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Mondays.
The Gold Dust Gallery is on
Missoula’s north side at 330 N.
First St., by the Orange Street
underpass. There will be an empty
bathroom available for more bash-
ful reception attendees who aren’t
into performance art.
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UM assistant professor Brad Allen stands next to his exhibit “Bridge With No End” in front of the Gold Dust Gallery.  Allen specializes in sculp-
ture and has been influential in bringing iron casting to The University of Montana.
“Submarine in a Glacial Lake” stands in the foreground with “Asphalt Ziggurat” behind it on the floor
in the Gold Dust Gallery.  These pieces, along with several others, will be on display in the “Bridge
With No End” collection. 
Kevin Hoffman/Montana Kaimin 




There’s a familiar sound around
campus, heard in the stairwells of
the University Center, the salad
bar at the Food Zoo and in dorm
elevators about every two months:
“Hey, do you know when the next
Lambda dance is?”
Ryan Knobloch, president of
Lambda Alliance, is proud of the
buzz surrounding Lambda’s first
dance of this year, titled “An
Exotic Erotic Masqueerade.” The
dance will be held in the Wilma’s
Green Room & Red Light Lounge
this Saturday night.
“You couldn’t do this in bigger
towns,” he said. “The Missoula
community has a personable
atmosphere where everyone
knows everyone else.”
Posters for the event boast the
hottest party in the Northwest, and
there are few who doubt it with
the exponential success of previ-
ous dances, which have become
University of Montana traditions
over the last three years. Its suc-
cess is likely due to better adver-
tising on behalf of Lambda
Alliance, but Knobloch credits
word-of-mouth as the key to good
attendance. 
“We get probably two to three
hundred people by word of mouth
alone. It’s become a tradition,”
Knobloch said. “Especially
dances for Valentine’s Day and
Queer Prom.”
UM junior Kelsey Steorts
learned about the dances through a
co-worker. Since then she says she
has attended at least four dances,
primarily for the atmosphere.
“It’s fun. You can dance like
crazy and no one judges you,” she
said. 
Both Knobloch and Steorts
agree that it’s the kind of environ-
ment that allows the dances to be
fun for anyone, no matter what
their sexual orientation. 
“I like that they’re putting sexu-
ality out there and it’s not any-
thing to be ashamed of,” Steorts
said. “If people are uptight about
it, then I’d just say don’t go.”
Lambda expects over 500 peo-
ple, gay and straight, to turn out
and throw their inhibitions to the
wind for an evening of music and
raunchy fun. 
Those who attend can expect
two open dance floors, a variety of
music and a drag show by the
Famous Divas. Masks will also be
available for $3.
Lambda Alliance traditionally
throws four dances each year cor-
responding with Halloween,
Christmas, Valentine’s Day and
prom season.  
Lambda books the venue for
each dance at the beginning of
each year through K-MO
Productions, a company founded
by Lambda’s events coordinator
Kris Monson. 
After paying the Wilma for the
use of the space, the rest of the
proceeds gained from the dances
are used to fund future dances. 
Knobloch acknowledged how
accommodating locals have been
toward the dances, especially
KBGA-FM DJs and the Wilma
staff.
“They love it (at the Wilma),”
said Knobloch. “It makes them a
lot of money, and it brings life
back to the Wilma.”
Steorts is looking forward to
this weekend’s dance.
“It’s pretty sexually explicit, but
a good environment,” said Stoerts.
“Dancing. Booze. Good people.” 
For more information regarding
Masqueerade or Lambda Alliance,
visit http://www.kmoproduc-
tions.net or call 243-5922. 
Doors open at 9 p.m. Admission
is $7.
“I get depicted as a guy who
wears his heart on his sleeve,”
David Boone said. “But I think
there’s not enough heart in music
today.”
Today Boone, two weeks shy of
25, releases his ninth, full-length
album that is full of personal feel-
ings, the emotionally driven
“Hard Enough to Bend.” 
This release features Boone
forcing himself physically and
emotionally to the place he left
nearly a decade ago - home.
“It was really scary,” Boone
said of going back to Seeley Lake.
“I did it in such an aggressive
manner. I took pictures that would
force me back into that emotional
place I was when I lived there.”
These pictures were black and
white images of places that trig-
gered memories and feelings that
he felt while growing up in the
small, Montana town. When
Boone went to record the album,
he had a gutted room full of these
pictures and freshly picked flow-
ers along with the necessary
equipment. All of this was a way
to concentrate on old thoughts that
he had left behind when he left
Seeley Lake.
“I stirred up things that I had
blocked and was trying to reopen
that chapter,” Boone said.
He is hesitant to talk about
specifics of this childhood. By the
age of 14, his parents had
divorced, and he had discovered
his love for music. Boone started
playing the guitar, and a teacher at
Seeley Lake High School, Cliff
Nelson, became a mentor for him.
Nelson bought Boone an acoustic
guitar, and their unlikely friend-
ship grew.
Boone ended up moving in with
Nelson and formed a band,
Faucet, which Boone describes as
“the good old days.”
Nelson offered to pay for the
recording process. Shortly after
the recording session ended, the
teacher was found murdered in his
home.
Since the tragedy, Boone has
been touring the country playing
in various venues from the
Northeast to Portland. He has
struggled with mood swings the
past decade of his life, during
which he got married.  
Throughout the interview he
looks around and fidgets with a
piece of paper when talking about
more personal things like Seeley
Lake and what inspires him.
Boone looks up after answering
questions and admits what we’ve
known all along. 
“I really get nervous during
interviews,” he said. 
What’s funny about this state-
ment is for a guy whose music
bares deep stories and supposed
blocked-out memories, Boone
tries to make himself as small as
possible, perched in the wooden
chair he clings to. 
“I was feeling self-doubt and
had some reservations about
releasing (“Hard Enough to
Bend”),” he said. “I wasn’t feeling
what I felt when I originally
recorded it last August, but I do
again.”
Boone’s unsuspecting voice
will grab your attention in a subtle
way. On this release, the majority
of the songs have him singing in a
controlled style that won’t turn
heads based on volume. So how
does Boone steal the listener’s
attention in a crowded coffee-
house where he usually plays?
Boone uses his soothing voice
mixed with passionate and per-
sonal lyrics. 
One track that stands out from
the rest is “This Town,” which
includes the lyrics “This town is
full of drunkards who to their chil-
dren aren’t fathers” and “You hit
her in the face, took her to the
ground.”
“That song is really a hard one
for me,” Boone said, reverting
back to looking at the table that
separates us. “It isn’t about my
parents being abusive. It’s anger
towards unjust situations and feel-
ing helpless.”
The musicianship on the album
isn’t pushing any standards, but
that isn’t what Boone and the
occasional percussion back-up are
trying to do.
“I want to sing the songs and let
them stand for themselves,” he
said. “Everyone is into overpro-
duction, and I want to see if a song
can stand on its own.”
Boone plays an album release
show tonight at the Crystal
Theater.
The show starts at 7 p.m. with
local musician Ryan Bundy.
Tickets are $10 at the door.
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play album release show 
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UM junior Tyson Ballew opens up for Rome is Falling and the Trillionaires at Higgins Alley on Thursday.  Ballew is the man behind Old Shoes, which he
formed in 2001.  
Lambda brings the ‘masqueerade’
DYLAN LASLOVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN
What: Fundraiser for the
University of Montana
Chamber Chorale 
Where: Barnes and Noble
Bookstore
When: Saturday, 9 a.m to
8 p.m. 
Why: To raise money in
order for 42 music and
non-music students to
travel to Vienna, Austria
and other surrounding
European countries to
study the culture, art and
music of these countries.
Chorale students will also
be performing 15 to 20
concerts during this trip.
Chorale Fundraiser
 
A trap is set for those pesky Bobcats at
Dahlberg Arena where the Lady Griz will be
stalking their Montana State University prey
tonight. 
It may not be much of a competitive game
with the Bobcats stuck in last place in the Big
Sky Conference, but don’t tell that to the fans,
or the Lady Griz for that matter.
“Really we’ve just got to keep our heads up,”
freshman guard Mandy Morales said. “I know
their record shows that they’re bad, but it’s a
rivalry game and we’re just going to have to be
out for it and be ready for it.  They’re going to
play tough ‘D’ on us.”
The game tonight, tipping off at 7:05 p.m.,
marks the halfway point in Big Sky Conference
play.   
“We’ve lost three close ones in the league,”
University of Montana head coach Robin Selvig
said. “Hopefully we can turn that around and
come out on top of those.”
The game tonight and every game after this
will either bring Montana closer or further away
to Big Sky Championship glory.
“Really everyone is good right now. I just
think that we have to be ready to play,” Morales
said.
Montana is currently 4-3 in the Big Sky
Conference and just two games behind confer-
ence leader Northern Arizona University; this
leaves them fighting for third place with Idaho
State University.
On the other hand, Montana State is strug-
gling to climb up in its Big Sky ranking. With
just one win in seven conference games, the
Bobcats are looking at a last place finish unless
games start to go their way.  
When the Lady Griz and the Bobcats last
met in January, Montana defeated them 79-54.
“We need to play well, even though their
record isn’t great,” Selvig said. “They have a
quality league, and we need to be at the top of
our game.”
UM is looking to play with the same inten-
sity that they brought to the floor against
Idaho State last Saturday. The Lady Griz fin-
ished with a triple digit win of 105-55 and had
five players score in the double digits.
“If our shots fall again like they did on
Saturday, it will be good,” Morales said. “We
just had an awesome night that night, and
hopefully it will follow for Friday for us. I just
think that our defense and intensity is going to
have to keep on going, and hopefully it will
work.”
Bobcat players that the Lady Griz need to
keep an eye on include forward Scotta Morton
who is averaging 12.9 points a game. Guards
Alyssa Nelson and Jenny Heringer are averag-
ing 10.6 and 9.1 points per game respectively
for MSU. 
“We want to win the basketball game,”
Selvig said. “We need to do a good job defend-
ing them, and we need to shoot the ball well.”
Tonight’s rivalry game will probably draw a
higher fan turnout - something that Montana
players always like to see.
“Our fans are awesome,” Morales said. “I just
can’t wait to play.”
Freshman Britney Lohman, a Bozeman
native, shares Morales’ excitement for the
upcoming game tonight.
“The fans should be good.  We’re always
ready for Cat-Griz,” Lohman said. “I hope we
have a lot of energy in the gym and things go
right away and we get it done.”
Selvig said he likes the intensity the crowds
bring for the Cat-Griz game.
“It’s always an exciting thing,” Selvig said.
“We get a pretty big crowd and a pretty good
atmosphere. It’s one of the fun games for the
Lady Griz.”
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Sophomore forward Johanna Closson attempts to steal the ball from sophomore guard Laura Cote during practice
Thursday afternoon. The Lady Griz face the Montana State Bobcats Friday night at 7:05 p.m. in the Dahlberg Arena.
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Lady Griz looking to
maul Cat-atonic foe
 
It’s rivalry week in college basketball and
guess who’s coming to Missoula?
The University of Montana men’s basket-
ball team will face off against Montana
State Saturday night at Dahlberg Arena in
their 274th meeting. 
This game, like most Cat-Griz games,
carries with it a long and rich history filled
with stars of old and new that have made a
mark on the Big Sky Conference. 
UM head coach Larry Krystkowiak, the
Griz’s all-time scoring leader and rebound-
er, is the only three-time MVP in confer-
ence history. Assistant coach Wayne Tinkle
ranks fourth on Montana’s all-time scoring
and rebounding list, but that is about to
change.
UM senior guard Kevin Criswell needs
only 10 points to pass Tinkle for sole pos-
session of fourth place on Montana’s scor-
ing list with 1,501 points.
But with the Griz in the thick of the con-
ference race, Criswell says his individual
achievements are not even on the radar
screen.  
“It’s not a big deal,” Criswell said. “It
doesn’t matter to me. We got bigger things
in our hands right now.”
Krystkowiak echoed Criswell’s senti-
ments.
“Kevin would probably be just fine if he
went scoreless and we won the game,”
Krystkowiak said.  
Tinkle said he isn’t too worried about
Criswell passing him; he’s just glad that he
got to coach Criswell for his four years at
UM.
“He’s one of the more competitive kids
that I’ve seen since the era of the ‘80s,”
Tinkle said.
Criswell, a high school standout at
Colstrip, Mont., was a walk-on his first year
with the Griz because no Division I school
offered him a scholarship. A few of those
schools are kicking themselves right now.
”He’s a great competitor,” said MSU
head coach Mick Durham, who has the
most wins of any coach in Big Sky history.
“We overlooked him, and we’ve been pay-
ing for that.”
Durham also worries about Criswell in a
game like this because of his Montana
roots.
“You’re always concerned about
Montana guys because this game means so
much to them.”
Putting history aside, this game is vital
for both teams in terms of conference seat-
ing. The winner will take control of second
place in the league. The first and second
place teams earn a bye in the postseason
tournament.  
“It’s a big game,” said UM sophomore
Andrew Strait. “This place is going to be
packed, and it’s going to be a great atmos-
phere.”
Despite the role this game could play in
the conference, the fact that it’s a Cat-Griz
game makes it just that much more impor-
tant.
“Regardless if we were in first or last in
the league, we would want to smother them
this game just because it’s the Cats,” Strait
said.
The Griz (16-5 overall, 6-3 Big Sky) are
coming off a disappointing road trip that
included losses to Weber State University
and Idaho State University, which was the
first time all season the Griz lost consecu-
tive games.
“We had a couple of tough ones last
week, but this weekend is probably bigger
than both those games,” said Strait.
Montana State coming to town could pro-
vide some additional motivation to turn
things around, but Krystkowiak said he
doesn’t think that is the case.
“I don’t know if the players need any
additional motivation after the week we just
went through,” he said. “I think they are
pretty much self-motivated.”
The Bobcats (13-10 overall, 6-3 Big Sky)
are coming off a road loss to Weber State in
which they scored a season-low 56 points,
and they will be playing in their third
straight road game. Montana State has won
eight of their last 11 games.
The Griz handed the Bobcats one of those
losses on Jan. 14 in Bozeman. The Griz
won 80-64 despite trailing by four at half-
time.
UM junior forward Matt
Dlouhy led the Griz in that
game with 19 points, going 3 of 4 from
three-point land. Junior guard Bryan Ellis
led the charge in the second half, scoring all
of his 12 points in the second period along
with three steals.
The Griz held the Bobcats leading scorer
Ja’Ron Jefferson to seven points on 3 of 11
shooting. Jefferson is currently fifth in the
conference in scoring with 15.5 points a
game.
Krystkowiak said the Griz aren’t worried
about one player because Montana State is







coach giving you the scouting report and
telling you what you need to do,” he said.
“You better just focus on guarding who’s in
front of you.”
The Griz not only have to worry about the
Bobcat players, but they also have to con-
tend with all the hype that is the Cat-Griz
game. Sometimes it’s just a little too much,
Krystkowiak said. 
“I think you can actually spend a little too
much time and energy making it too big of
a thing,” he said. “I’d like to believe we’re
going to stay focused and be ready to go.”
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Sophomore guard Matt Martin passes the ball as junior guard Bryan Ellis attempts to block it during practice Thursday afternoon
in Dahlberg Arena. The Grizzlies will play the Montana State Bobcats Saturday night in Dahlberg Arena at 8 p.m.
PETE DELMOE
KAIMIN SPORTS
Cat-Griz game about points, postseason and pride
The early bird will get the worm
on Saturday night.
Although 1,200 students will be
allowed into the men’s Cat-Griz
basketball game, only 600 fans
will be allowed to hoot and holla
from the floor level. The rest of
the students will be delegated to
the second level student section
on the north side of Dahlberg
Arena.
For one of the most storied
rivalries in the West, Montana
bumped up the number of student
tickets available from 1,020 to
1,200.
“It’s going to be essentially like
football,” University of Montana
Marketing and Promotions
Director Christie Anderson said.
“Once those 1,200 student tickets
are gone, we’re going to have to
close the door.”
The floor seats will be given
away on a first-come-first-serve
basis. The first 600 students in
line will receive a wristband
allowing them to get up close and
personal with the action. The
doors to the student section will
open up at 6:30 p.m., 30 minutes
earlier than the general admission
gates.
Anderson said that she hoped to
see a “sea of maroon” in the
crowd and that the $2 maroon,
student-spirit T-shirts would be
sold both at the door and in the
stands.
There will be no changes in the




early to join maroon tide
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active members. They have now
become members-at-large of the
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity until
they graduate and reach alumni
status, said Jacobson.
The next step for the Phi
Gamma Delta house is to try to
regroup and re-establish the frater-
nity on campus. This will happen
when at least 15 members petition
the University and national head-
quarters to become a colony on
campus, said Steven Powell, one
of the founders of the Phi Gamma
Delta house on the UM campus
and currently the House
Corporation President.
Once the fraternity is able to re-
colonize, they must find a house,
which may be a problem, said
Powell. The Phi Gamma Delta’s
house, at 220 Daly Avenue, was
forfeited with the charter.
The Greek community is going
to do all that is possible to keep
the house zoned as Greek and not
become rezoned as residential,
said Powell. If it is rezoned, no
Greeks will be able to rent the
house.
The hopes of reopening the
house will never be met unless the
Greek system as a whole
improves, said Menyhart.
“I would say that in under two
years the entire Greek system on
the University’s campus will be
shut down unless some major
changes are made,” he said. 
The houses need to strictly
enforce alcohol policies and stress
scholarship and community serv-
ice, he said. Without these, the
whole system “is one big wasted
party and the houses become a
dump.”
The Greek community on cam-
pus needs to reorient itself with
the values that they have commit-
ted, said Emily Yaksitch, UM
Greek Life adviser.
“I think that as a Greek commu-
nity we are very cognizant of our
problems,” she said. “Greek com-
munities across the nation always
need to keep their members in
compliance with the national stan-
dards that they have committed to,
and that is what is happening at
the UM.”
The first thing that needs to hap-
pen is to begin prioritizing aca-
demic performance, said Yaksitch.
The number one goal should be
academic success, because
“everyone is first and foremost
here for an education.”
It is also the responsibility of
the Greek system to educate
Missoula on the community serv-
ice contributed by all the houses,
said Yaksitch.
“Once we do these things we
can get outside the typical stereo-
types of fraternity guys and soror-
ity girls,” she said. A more posi-
tive light will then be shown on
the Greek system and more
respect will be earned within the
community, she said.
In Sigma Phi Epsilon, the
largest fraternity on campus, these
problems are already beginning to
be addressed, said member Matt
Ryan.
“We are really stressing good
grades this year,” said Ryan. There
are also members who have been
put on social probation for house
violations and this is taken very
seriously, he said.
“The guys on probation are not
allowed to drink during the week,”
he said. “They must also improve
their grades and turn in regular
performance reports.” If members
do not meet the standards of the
house, they are not allowed to par-
ticipate in any social events, he
said.
Though partying may be a prob-
lem, it is a common problem
among many college students
regardless of whether or not they
are in a fraternity, said Ryan.
Jacobson said once the system
strengthens as a whole, the Greek
community will be much more
appealing and recruitment should
become more successful.
“Recruitment has been falling
due largely to an overwhelming
anti-Greek attitude on campus for
the past three to four years,” said
Jacobson. The Greek system is
only recognized for errors that are
made and not for achievements, he
said. Once the current problems
are addressed, recruitment will
hopefully increase, he said.
Feb. 21 marks the beginning of
organized recruiting for the spring
2006 semester, said Yaksitch.
Menyhart said, “The members
are the only ones who can change
the current system. They need to
put a positive spin on their own
actions. They first need to change
themselves.”
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Forester's Ball Lost and Found: Pick up in front of
Forestry Office Rm. 109. More valuable items ID'd
inside (ie. Camera, cell phone, backpack). Call 240-
9717 for more info.
PERSONALS
SEARCH!! Catholic Campus Ministry is hosting a 3-day
retreat March 3rd- 5th  Explore your faith and make
new friends. ALL are welcome. Contact Christ the
King Church at 728-3845.
HELP WANTED
Taking applications for seasonal, full-time work.
Successful candidates will have customer service and
retail experience. Bring resumes to Jessica at
Montana Harley-Davidson. 5106 E. Harrier. Msla. No
phone calls. 
Medical Specialist. Must be a U.S. citizen. Age 17-34.
Good pay, excellent benefits, educational opportuni-
ties. Also eligible for the student loan repayment pro-
gram of up to 65k. Call Sergeant First Class Teasdale
at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One. 
Helicopter Pilots wanted. No experience necessary-
Will train. Good Pay, excellent benefits. Must be an
U.S. Citizen age 18-29. Also eligible for student loan
repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale (406) 207-2036. An Army of One. 
Special Forces. Must be a U.S. Citizen age 18-29.
Good pay, excellent benefits, education opportuni-
ties. Enlistment bonuses of 12-14K available. Student
loan repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One. 
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
Cuddle Bugs Day Care needs on call substitute child
care aides. Call 728-0801 for more information. 
Part-time Janitorial Position- $6.50/hr. Monday-
Friday, evenings, different places nightly. 13hrs /wk.
Must be self-motivated and dependable. Need to pass
a background check and have your own dependable
transportation. Apply at the Missoula Job Service, Job
# 2966207.
TUTORS WANTED- Students Tutoring Students(STS) is
hiring! Eligibility includes: A or B in the class(es) you
tutor; cumulative GPA of 3.0+, and have at least 15
credits. Salary is $6.50 an hour. Contact STS,
Lommasson Center 276, or call 243-2294
Wanted male dancers will train make $100-$800 a
night. Call Mike 531-5135. 
SERVICES
GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744. 
Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
Take care of you and your partner. Free, anonymous
HIV Counseling & Testing…Call 243-4330
Professional Sewing and alterations. 549-7780. 
You do not have to go through it alone. Join other sur-
vivors of sexual assault in a group setting to heal from
the past and more on an even stronger woman. Call
SARC for more information. 243-5224
THE WALK-IN TUTORING CENTER has FREE tutoring
available for Economics and Chemistry. For a list of
specific courses and tutoring schedule, contact the
Students Tutoring Students office, Lommasson Center
276, or call 243-2294
FOR SALE
WHY PAY RENT? BUY INSTEAD- Receive tax benefits
and build up equity! Jordan Mountainview Condos.
900//04 Rodgers. Eight 2 bdrm, 1.5 bath units, each
approx. 900 sq. Natural gas/electric heat. Carports
w/storage. Landscaped common area. Priced @ only
$118,000 each. Call Larry Westover, Missoula Realty,
721-1010, 239-2225.
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS www.bigsky.net/fish-
ing 251-6611
DOWNTOWN, CLEAN & GREEN! Newly renovated apts.
Energy efficient appliances, environmentally friendly
paint & flooring. Big, daylight windows. Controlled-
access gates. Studio, 1, &2 bdrm. Broadway Plaza
Apts. 541-7288. 
MISCELLANEOUS
Freemos's Weekday Lunch Special $3.99 Buffet Pizza,
Pasta, desert, Salad Bar included. $4.99 Nights and
Weekends-- GREAT Pizza Deal 1801 Brooks. 
Bill Neaves' Acoustic guitar and Mandolin Studio now
accepting students. (406) 239-0239
25% OFF BEADS
BATHING BEAUTIES FAMOUS SALE. 25% OFF EVERY-
THING! BEADS, FINDINGS, AND SUPPLIES. DON'T KNOW
HOW TO BEAD? SIGN UP FOR A CLASS! BATHING BEAU-
TIES. EVERYDAY 10-6. 501 S. HIGGINS. 543-0018
25% OFF VINTAGE AT
CARLO'S
EVERYTHING 25% OFF. VINTAGE DRESSES, COATS,
COWBOY SHIRTS, LEVI'S AND SKIRTS THROUGH FEBRU-
ARY. HURRY UP! CARLO'S ONE NIGHT STAND. 204 3RD
ST. 12-5. 543-6350
CARLO'S 25% OFF
THE "MASTER OF COOL!" CARLO'S 25% OFF SALE. NOW
THRU THE END OF FEBRUARY.
NANNY WANTED:
Located in CT-45 minutes from NYC. Couple looking
for a caring and responsible individual w/ a valid dri-
ver's license. Plus's include infant experience, CPR





The RMEF (www.rmef.org), a nonprofit conservation
organization, is recruiting unpaid writing interns for
spring and summer semesters. The position is respon-
sible for editing an writing for Bugle magazine &
RMEF's Wapiti newsletter. Juniors, seniors and grad.
students in journalism, creative writing, English and
environmental studies are preferred. A background in
conservation or wildlife biology is appreciated.
Approx. 12 hours per week. Email resume, cover let-
ter & three writing samples to bconner@rmef.org
attention Brigitte Conner. 
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . o r g  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
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